
                                                                                              "FOR LOVERS ONLY"


The first ever Perfume That combines both  Men and women "Perfume" In One Bottle in shape of 
a Heart.

The Bottle comes in different sizes, colors and even different materials in Standard "100 ml"  to 
very small "heart" shape Bottle that can hang from a necklace in all colors and or materials "even 
Gold, Platin, ....." 


Romantic Values


All lovers think of one another when they are not together "Or even are together" remembering 
themselves of each other. If Not together they  can smell the essence and presence of their love 
ones by just smelling the perfumes they wear and feel most passionate, loved, remebered and 
longing for being together. The Scent is even more powerful than a music and lingers on one;s 
Mind FOREVER.

 

Even in far distances, on trips and or in case of death The Odor of the loved ones can continue 
stay with the other FOREVER and keep incredible thoughts, moments, and amazing seconds of 
leisure, desire, beauty of a relationship and or the mystic of powerful love and passion between 2 
people regardless of ages, and or Gender.

It even will be produced for ANIMALS and HOUSE PETS.


Belonging and Engagement Values


The Bottle of perfume carries a strong sense of belonging and bond in between a couple, be it a 
man and a woman, two women or two men.....as they remind themselves and everyone else that 
they are in a most desired, passionate, and warmesr relationship.

People will know when a couple are together.


The Price and Quality


A standard Bottle will begin sales price of 500 Euros. The Quality will be premium as the Oil, and 
the Flowers used for making the perfumes would be most sensitive, calming to the senses, 
Brilliant in Odor, and memorable for the uniqueness of the Perfume. It lingers on the minds and 
reminds one it is most original scent . The smell lasts for a long time as it is of highest quality.

The prices of the necklaces can vary between 5000 Dollars "Depending on the materials used 
Diamonds, Gold...." to 5 Million Dollars....


The Shape of the Bottle


A heart is a most acceptable, Kitch and at the same time most understood sign for love and 
passion for anyne on planet earth. It is therefore most popular to identify with and colors of the 
perfume can differ from Black and White to colorful and playful colors to please, all generations 
and ages.


I am the creator of  this product and have Ms. Maryam Piroozirad as my partner who receives 
25% of whatever i get from any and all global incomes and Forever.
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